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Introduction

Should PR sit under marketing, digital or SEO? Should PR pros handle social media
and influencer marketing too? How can the value of PR work be proven?
As the lines between PR, Marketing, Social, and Digital become increasingly
blurred, Talkwalker puts their strong industry expertise and objective standpoint to
use, in order to provide insights into how PR and marketing communications
professionals across the globe define their roles, measure their success, and use
the tools at their disposal today.
We joined forces with market research and data analytics firm, YouGov, to
gather data from Africa, Asia-Pacific, Europe, Latin America, the Middle East, and
North America, ensuring we represent a holistic view of the industry today and
uncover areas where geographical PR maturity could unlock a competitive edge
for our readers.
Our main focus areas were understanding how different regions define “PR” and
how integrated the industry really is. Naturally, we also wanted to understand
how PR professionals use social listening tools in their day to day work and which
metrics they currently measure and report on.
Finally, as influencer marketing remains a key tactic for marketers today, we
asked our survey respondents how they engage with influencers, who they
engage with, and which metrics they measure to prove ROI.
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Research Design

Sampling
Albania, Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bahrain, Belarus, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Canada, Chile, China, Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Colombia, Cote d’Ivoire,
Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Egypt, El Salvador, Finland, France, Gambia, Georgia, Germany, Ghana,
Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Lesotho, Libya, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mauritania,
Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Oman,
Palestine, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Puerto Rico, Romania, Russian Federation,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Serbia and Montenegro, Singapore, South Africa, Spain,
Sudan, Sweden, Syria, Taiwan, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukraine, United Arab
Emirates, United Kingdom, United States Minor Outlying Islands, United States
of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Vietnam, Yemen, Zimbabwe
Age: 18+
All nationalities, all cities

Methodology
Online interviews via YouGov’s proprietary panel and Talkwalker’s database
Structured quantitative questionnaires
All fieldwork was conducted between Oct 29, 2019 - Dec 31, 2019

3,700
respondents

82

countries across Africa, Asia-Pacific, Europe,
Latin America, Middle East, and North
America
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Talkwalker
About Us

Over 2,000 Global Customers

Talkwalker is a listening and analytics company that empowers brands to
optimize their communication strategies by understanding the voice of the
consumer. We provide companies with an easy-to-use platform to protect,
measure and promote their brands worldwide.
Users can leverage Talkwalker as a big data analytics platform and activate
insights across your organization through AI-powered technology utilizing realtime online conversations across social networks, news, blogs, and forums in 187
languages

Recognized by:
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Key findings

PR professionals are now more ‘social’ than ever

Top PR offerings are no longer
media relations and press offices
but rather social media
management (77%), content
marketing (77%), influencer
marketing (67%) and link building
for SEO (56%)

Despite a shift towards digital, PR
professionals still report mainly on
traditional media coverage and
only 38% report on analytics from
influencer campaigns

In the face of an abundance of
data sources, PR practitioners
globally are looking for a single
source of truth that combines all
their insights in one place

Budget constraints top list of
challenges facing PR professionals
in keeping up with new technology
and software

PR professionals account for 33% of
global social listening users maximizing the potential of social
listening tools to protect, measure,
and promote brands

Traditionally technical fields such
as SEO are now closely intertwined
with digital PR
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The benefits of social listening and analytics in PR are not fully utilized yet

48%

80%

15%

52%

of marcomms professionals use
social listening and analytics tools

of PR corporate positioning for
senior executives globally is not
driven by social media analytics

of PR professionals globally use
social listening tools for
newsjacking - a huge missed
opportunity

of global marcomms professionals
highlighted engagement as a key
metric to prove the value of their
work while only 17% consider share
of voice as a key metric
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PR influencer collaborations evolve with new social media platforms, features & metrics

Influencer marketing is
considered a PR offering
across the world particularly in the Americas
and Southern Europe, with
almost unanimous
consensus in Italy (91%) and
the US (87%)
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The most common way PR
pros engage with influencers
for brand collaborations is
through discounts or
competitions & giveaways
(49%) followed by attending
events (41%) and affiliate
marketing (30%)

B2C influencer campaigns
are the most common
globally, with PR pros in North
America engaging the most
with B2C influencers

To prove the ROI of their
influencer collaborations,
most global PR pros report
on engagement rate
(45%), potential reach
(44%) and conversions to
sales (37%)

What does PR mean
today?

The PR landscape is changing

This is what 3,700 global marcomms professionals consider as a PR offering today

77%

77%

67%

Social media
management and
campaigns

Content marketing

Influencer marketing

56%
Link building for SEO

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Series of questions: Do you consider social media management and campaigns a PR offering? (Yes or No) Do you consider content marketing a PR offering? (Yes or No) Do you consider link
building for SEO content a PR offering? (Yes or No) Do you consider influencer marketing a PR offering? (Yes or No)

These elements of content marketing are now considered a PR offering

77%
of global marcomms professionals consider
content marketing a PR offering with PR
teams that work on the below

69%

48%

building a content
strategy

creating visual/audio
content

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Do you consider content marketing a PR offering? (Yes or No) If yes, please select the elements of content marketing that your PR team works on

47%
drafting external
comms material

Influencer marketing is also widely recognized as a PR offering
Specifically in the US, Italy & South Africa

Percent of marcomms professionals who consider influencer marketing a PR offering
100%
78%

80%

86%
66%

60%

Global average

40%
20%

100%

86%

80%

72%

60%

40%

40%

20%

20%

100%
80%

Saudi Arabia

83%

South Africa

91%
63%

60%
40%

20%
0%
Southern
Europe
France

Italy

Philippines
Australia

Germany

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Do you consider influencer marketing a PR offering? (Yes or No)
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America

Singapore
Malaysia

69%

65%

24%

US
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92%

Norway

Sweden

Canada

84%
70%

Latin America

Northern
Europe
UK

87%

0%

APAC

MEA

87%

80%

0%

UAE

100%

60%

0%

67%

74%

88%

Colombia

Mexico

Venezuela

Link building for SEO ranks lowest in key PR offerings globally
Higher regional averages in the Americas & APAC

Percent of marcomms professionals who consider link building for SEO content a PR offering

APAC

Latin America
Middle East &
Africa
North America

Northern Europe

Southern Europe

Global average
0%

10%

20%

30%

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Do you consider link building for SEO content a PR offering? (Yes or No)
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Vanity metrics still used to prove value of PR work to stakeholders
Particularly in MEA, APAC & Northern Europe

Which metrics do you use to prove the value of your work to clients, stakeholders and/or senior management?
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

AVE

EMV
Global average

Potential
reach/impressions
APAC

Latin America

CPM equivalent
MEA

North America

Engagement
Northern Europe

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Which metrics do you use to prove the value of your work to clients, stakeholders and/or senior management? Select as many as applicable.

Sentiment
Southern Europe

Share of voice

But there is a clear shift towards active metrics

Quality engagement can help PR pros monitor content uptake
Which metrics do you use to prove the value of your work to clients, stakeholders and/or senior management?

52%
Of global marcomms
professionals highlighted
engagement as a key
metric to prove the value
of their work

WHILE
ONLY

17%
consider share of
voice as a key metric

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Which metrics do you use to prove the value of your work to clients, stakeholders and/or senior management? Select as many as applicable.

Social listening is no longer confined to social media, data & research roles

Increasingly, PR pros are maximizing its potential to protect, measure & promote their brands
Global users of social listening tools in the marcomms industry in 2020

Social media manager 56%

Business director 14%

Data analyst 39%

VP of comms/PR 14%

Research manager 24%

Press officer 13%

PR account manager 20%

PR account director 10%

PR account executive 20%

C-level executives 8%

Account coordinator 14%

Other 7%

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Can you share the designation(s) of those at your company who use a social listening tool? Select as many as applicable.

Using social media
listening tools for PR

This is how PR professionals use social listening today

Missed opportunity for use cases such as newsjacking, executive positioning & pitching new
business
What do marcomms professionals use social listening tools for today?

64%

51%

47%

PR measurement (event,
campaign and/or media
relations performance)

Monthly reporting

Competitive
analysis/benchmarking

31%

24%

20%

Crisis management

Pitching new business

Executive visibility

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. In what capacity do you use social listening tools? Select as many applicable answers.

42%
Protecting brand
reputation

15%
Newsjacking

85% of global PR practitioners are missing out

Predictive alerting can help PR pros protect & promote their brands

Newsjacking is
considered one of
the most effective
PR techniques

YET ONLY 15%
globally use a listening
tool to capitalize on it
2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. In what capacity do you use social listening tools? Select as many applicable answers.

80% of PR executive positioning globally is not driven by social analytics

Percentage of PR pros who use listening tools for executive positioning & stakeholder analysis

Egypt 16%
India 29%
Morocco 12%
Saudi Arabia 24%
UAE 26%
Australia 17%
France 27%
Germany 14%
Norway 4%
Philippines 18%

Sweden 29%
UK 11%
US 31%
Italy 21%
Singapore 22%
South Africa 38%

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. In what capacity do you use social listening tools? Select as many applicable answers.

Only 8% of C-level executives use social listening tools

Another missed opportunity for reputation & crisis management

Singapore

Malaysia

UK

UAE

Norway

4%

5%

5%

8%

9%

Australia

Saudi Arabia

Philippines

Egypt

Sweden

India

10%

12%

17%

20%

21%

25%

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Can you share the designation(s) of those at your company who use a social listening tool? Select as many as applicable.

With social media becoming a key PR offering, social analytics now critical to PR reports
Advanced data such as image & video analytics gaining importance
These are the elements marcomms professionals report on today

67%
Social media analytics

52%
Demographics

52%
Media coverage

40%

38%

38%

Image & video analytics

Share of voice

Influencer analytics

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Which of these elements do you find valuable to include in your reports? Select as many applicable answers.

41%
Sentiment analysis

25%
Emerging trends

Despite increased focus on digital within the industry, 52% of global marcomms
practitioners still report on traditional media coverage

YET ONLY

38%

report on analytics
from influencer
campaigns
2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Which of these elements do you find valuable to include in your reports? Select as many applicable answers.

Latin America ahead of the curve with key digital metrics

Including analytics for sentiment, image, video, social media & influencers
These are the elements marcomms professionals report on today – regional breakdown
80%

70%

60%

50%
Global average
APAC
Latin America
MEA
North America
Northern Europe
Southern Europe

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Social media analytics

Demographics

Media coverage

Sentiment analysis

Image & video analytics

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Which of these elements do you find valuable to include in your reports? Select as many applicable answers.

Share of voice

Influencer analytics

North America ahead of global standards for adoption of social listening & analytics

While Northern Europe scores lower than global industry average for use of social listening tools
Does your company use social listening/social media analytics tools?

Yes

Not Sure

No

48%

24%

28%

If yes, how many social listening or analytics tools does your company use?
60%

50%

40%

Global average
APAC
Latin America

30%

MEA
North America
Northern Europe

20%

Southern Europe
10%

0%
1 tool

2 tools

More than 2 tools

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Does your company use social listening/social media analytics tools? If yes, how many social listening or analytics tools does your company use?

Daily usage of listening tools most prominent in MEA, North America & APAC

How frequently do marcomms professionals use social listening tools?
APAC

LATIN AMERICA
MEA
Daily
Weekly

NORTH AMERICA

Monthly
Quarterly

NORTHERN EUROPE

Non-Regularly

SOUTHERN EUROPE
GLOBAL AVERAGE

0

20

40

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. If you use a social listening tool yourself, how frequently do you use it?
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Companies that use more than one tool are looking for coverage across all sources
To serve the needs of both traditional & digital PR

Why do you use more than one social listening tool?
80%

70%

67%

60%

58%
53%

63%

56%
52%
49%

50%

51%

49%

43%

41% 40%

41%

33%

32%

31%

29%
26%

25%

24%

22%

40%
36% 37%

30%
26%

48%

46%

34%
30%

49%

46%

43%
40%

65%

21%

20%

17%

18%

17%

13%
10%

10%

14%

10%
6%

0%
Global average

APAC

Latin America

MEA

North America

Northern Europe

Different data sources (print, online)

Different offerings (influencer analytics, media coverage)

Test different capabilities

Different client requests/preferences

Different team preferences

Different geographical needs

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. If you use 2 or more social listening tools at your company, please select the reason for having more than one tool.

Southern Europe

Middle East & APAC face a challenge in finding regional coverage
Resulting in marcomms professionals opting for multiple listening tools

Percent of marcomms professionals who use more than 1 social listening tool to capture different geographical coverage

Africa

APAC

Latin America

Middle East

North America

Northern Europe

Southern Europe

Gloval average
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. If you use 2 or more social listening tools at your company, please select the reason for having more than one tool.

70%

80%

90%

100%

Some markets use multiple tools to test different technology capabilities

Marcomms professionals in South Africa, Saudi Arabia & Egypt display highest tendency to
experiment

Percent of marcomms professionals who use more than 1 social listening tool to test different technology capabilities

UK
Italy
Australia
UAE
Saudi Arabia
Egypt
South Africa
Global average
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20%

30%

40%

50%

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. If you use 2 or more social listening tools at your company, please select the reason for having more than one tool.

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Agencies in MEA & APAC more willing to accommodate clients’ preferences
By subscribing to their preferred choice of social listening tool

Percent of marcomms professionals who use more than 1 social listening tool to cater to client preferences

40%

63%

49%

Global average

Middle East & Africa

Asia-Pacific

29%

25%

Latin America

North America

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. An analysis of those who selected ‘Different client requests’ as an reason for using more than one social listening tool.

31%
Northern Europe

21%
Southern Europe

Philippines amongst markets that are most willing to change listening tools based on a
client preference
Would you use a different social listening tool based on client requests/preferences?

APAC
Malaysia

48%
No

Singapore

57%
No

52%
Yes

Australia

Philippines

45%
No

52%
No

43%
Yes

Global average

55%
Yes

60%
No

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. An analysis of those who selected ‘Different client requests’ as an reason for using more than one social listening tool.

40%
Yes

48%
Yes

Morocco least resistant globally to change listening tools based on a client preference
Would you use a different social listening tool based on client requests/preferences?

Middle East & Africa
Saudi Arabia

58%
No

South Africa

42%
Yes

62%
No

Morocco

37%
No

UAE

38%
Yes

42%
No

Egypt

63%
Yes

48%
No

58%
Yes

Global average

52%
Yes

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. An analysis of those who selected ‘Different client requests’ as an reason for using more than one social listening tool.

60%
No

40%
Yes

Norway & UK amongst markets that are least willing to change listening tools based on a
client preference
Would you use a different social listening tool based on client requests/preferences?

Northern Europe

UK

71%
No

Sweden

29%
Yes

42%
No

Global average

Norway

79%
No

58%
Yes

21%
Yes

60%
No

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. An analysis of those who selected ‘Different client requests’ as an reason for using more than one social listening tool.

40%
Yes

Germany most resistant globally to change listening tools based on a client preference
Would you use a different social listening tool based on client requests/preferences?

Southern Europe

Italy

76%
No

Germany

24%
Yes

82%
No

Global average

France

73%
No

18%
Yes

27%
Yes

60%
No

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. An analysis of those who selected ‘Different client requests’ as an reason for using more than one social listening tool.

40%
Yes

With ever-expanding responsibilities, the most valuable commodity for PR pros is time
Solutions with multiple data sources, instant analysis & reporting are favored

What PR pros look for in social listening tools - global overview

Coverage of all channels

49%
2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. What do you look for in a social listening tool? (Please select the top 3)

Trend analysis
on emerging themes

Easy to use platform with good reporting

42%

41%

PR pros in APAC favor the same qualities as the global trend

With affordability and accurate demographic analysis following in priority

What PR pros look for in social listening tools - APAC

Coverage of all channels

47%
2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. What do you look for in a social listening tool? (Please select the top 3)

Trend analysis
on emerging themes

Easy to use platform with good reporting

46%

40%

PR pros in Latin America value sentiment analysis more than the global average
With good reporting and influencer analytics following in priority

What PR pros look for in social listening tools – Latin America

Trend analysis
on emerging themes

56%
2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. What do you look for in a social listening tool? (Please select the top 3)

Coverage of all channels

Accurate sentiment analysis

41%

36%

PR pros in the Middle East favor the same qualities as the global trend
With affordability and accurate demographic analysis following in priority

What PR pros look for in social listening tools – Middle East

Coverage of all channels

50%
2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. What do you look for in a social listening tool? (Please select the top 3)

Trend analysis
on emerging themes

Easy to use platform with good reporting

37%

36%

PR pros in North America value affordability more than the global average
With trend and demographic analysis following in priority

What PR pros look for in social listening tools – North America

Coverage of all channels

67%
2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. What do you look for in a social listening tool? (Please select the top 3)

Affordability

Easy to use platform with good reporting

67%

57%

PR pros in Northern Europe favor the same qualities as the global trend
With accurate demographic analysis & affordability following in priority

What PR pros look for in social listening tools – Northern Europe

Easy to use platform with good
reporting

46%
2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. What do you look for in a social listening tool? (Please select the top 3)

Coverage of all channels

Trend analysis on emerging themes

45%

39%

PR pros in Southern Europe favor the same qualities as the global trend
With influencer analytics and affordability following in priority

What PR pros look for in social listening tools – Southern Europe

Trend analysis on emerging themes

57%
2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. What do you look for in a social listening tool? (Please select the top 3)

Coverage of all channels

Easy to use platform with good reporting

55%

51%

Budget constraints are the main bottleneck for increased investment in social listening
Is it likely that your company will increase budgets for purchasing social listening tools in 2020?

40%
No

60%
Yes

What prevents your company from investing in social listening?

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Team not convinced by added value

Global average

Budget constraints

Can’t get management buy-in

APAC

Latin America

MEA

North America

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. What prevents your company from investing in social listening? (Please select the strongest reason)

Lack of human resources trained to use
the tool

Northern Europe

Southern Europe

But more budgets for social listening are expected in Middle East, APAC & LATAM

Is it likely that your company will increase its budget for purchasing social listening tools in 2020?

Africa

APAC

Latin America

Middle East

North America

Northern Europe

Southern Europe
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40%

50%

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Is it likely that your company will increase its budget for purchasing social listening tools? (Yes or No)
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Working with
influencers for PR
brand collaborations

Competitions or discounts are a popular way to engage influencers in PR campaigns

As brands cash in on the benefits of increased engagement & UGC
This is how PR pros engage with influencers for brand collaborations

49%
Discounts/
Competitions/
Giveaways

41%

30%

Attending events

Affiliate marketing

29%

20%

Social media
takeovers

Stunts/viral videos

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. How do you engage with influencers for brand collaborations?

Globally, influencer marketing is more commonly deployed for B2C PR campaigns
Facebook is the most popular platform globally for engaging B2C and B2B influencers in PR
campaigns, Instagram in close second
Platforms used to engage B2B influencers globally

Facebook

65%

Twitter

46%

Instagram

53%

Blogs

18%

LinkedIn

47%

Pinterest

7%

Platforms used to engage B2C influencers globally

Facebook

Instagram

70%

68%

LinkedIn

Blogs

28%

17%

TikTok
TikTok

4%

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Please select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2B influencers. Please select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2C influencers.

8%

Twitter

46%

Pinterest

9%

Africa influencer marketing scorecard

84%
of marcomms professionals in
Africa consider influencer
marketing a PR offering

Types of influencers PR pros
engage with the most

51%
Consumer Tech

47%
B2B

45%
Motivational

Types of influencer collaborations
Africa is the highest ranking region
globally when it comes to
engagement with B2B influencers
on Twitter

56%
Attending
events

44%
Giveaway/
competition

38%
Social media
takeover

B2B influencers

B2C influencers

that PR pros engage with the
most are on these platforms

that PR pros engage with the
most are on these platforms

89%

81%

Twitter

71%

69%
Engagement

58%
Potential reach

35%

67%

Facebook

Twitter

57%

56%

Metrics used to prove ROI
South Africa highest globally in
engagement with B2B influencers
on Facebook at 88%

Facebook

LinkedIn

Instagram

Click through rates

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Are you more likely to utilize influencer marketing for a B2B or B2C campaign? Please select the types of influencers you have worked with in 2019 (tick as many applicable answers. Please select the top 3 platforms where
you find your B2B influencers. Please select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2C influencers. How do you engage with influencers for brand collaborations? How do you prove the ROI of an influencer partnership?

APAC influencer marketing scorecard

77%
of APAC marcomms professionals
consider influencer marketing a PR
offering

Types of influencers PR pros
engage with the most

43%

38%

37%

B2B

Consumer tech

Travel

Types of influencer collaborations
Australia is the highest ranking
country regionally when it comes
to engagement with B2C
influencers on Pinterest

55%
Giveaway/
competition

45%

37%

Attending
events

Affiliate
marketing

B2B influencers

B2C influencers

83%

89%

of PR pros in India engage with
them on LinkedIn – the highest
rate in APAC

of PR pros in Philippines engage
with them on Facebook – one of
the highest rates globally

73%

5%

of PR pros in Australia engage
with them on Facebook – one of
the highest rates globally

of PR pros in Singapore engage
with them on Pinterest – one of
the lowest rates in APAC

Metrics used to prove ROI
Malaysia is the highest ranking
country regionally when it comes
to engagement with B2B
influencers on Facebook

54%

47%

Potential reach

Engagement

40%
Click through rates

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Are you more likely to utilize influencer marketing for a B2B or B2C campaign? Please select the types of influencers you have worked with in 2019 (tick as many applicable answers. Please
select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2B influencers. Please select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2C influencers. How do you engage with influencers for brand collaborations? How do you prove the ROI of
an influencer partnership?

Latin America influencer marketing scorecard

83%
of marcomms professionals in Latin
America consider influencer
marketing a PR offering

Types of influencers PR pros
engage with the most

51%

42%

B2B

Consumer Tech

33%
Fashion

Types of influencer collaborations
Marcomms professionals in Latin
America engage with more B2B
influencers on Instagram than all
other regions

50%
Giveaway
/competition

44%
Attending
events

34%
Social media
takeover

B2B influencers

B2C influencers

that PR pros engage with the
most are on these platforms

that PR pros engage with the
most are on these platforms

74%

85%

Instagram

62%
Facebook

Metrics used to prove ROI
Latin America is one of the regions
that interacts the most with
consumer technology influencers

55%
53%

49%

Potential reach

Engagement

43%

Instagram

75%
Facebook

45%

LinkedIn

Click through rates

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Are you more likely to utilize influencer marketing for a B2B or B2C campaign? Please select the types of influencers you have worked with in 2019 (tick as many applicable answers. Please
select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2B influencers. Please select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2C influencers. How do you engage with influencers for brand collaborations? How do you prove the ROI of
an influencer partnership?

Twitter

Middle East influencer marketing scorecard

67%
of Middle East marcomms
professionals consider influencer
marketing a PR offering

Types of influencers PR pros
engage with the most

40%

38%

37%

Consumer tech

Travel

Food

Types of influencer collaborations
MENA ranks the lowest in PR brand
collaborations with influencers on
LinkedIn

65%
Giveaway/
competition

38%

38%

Social media
takeover

Attending
events

Metrics used to prove ROI
MENA PR pros have worked with
travel influencers more than all
other regions in 2019

44%

40%

37%

Engagement

Video views

Potential reach

B2B influencers

B2C influencers

83%

88%

of PR pros in Egypt engage with
them on Facebook – one of the
highest rates globally

of PR pros in Egypt engage with
them on Facebook – one of the
highest rates globally

62%

72%

of PR pros in the UAE engage
with them on Instagram - the
highest rate in MENA

of PR pros in Egypt engage with
them on Instagram – the highest
rate in MENA

73%

81%

of PR pros in KSA engage with
them on Twitter – one of the
highest rates globally

of PR pros in KSA engage with
them on Twitter – one of the
highest rates globally

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Are you more likely to utilize influencer marketing for a B2B or B2C campaign? Please select the types of influencers you have worked with in 2019 (tick as many applicable answers. Please
select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2B influencers. Please select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2C influencers. How do you engage with influencers for brand collaborations? How do you prove the ROI of
an influencer partnership?

North America influencer marketing scorecard

87%
of marcomms professionals in
North America consider influencer
marketing a PR offering - the
highest globally

Types of influencers PR pros
engage with the most

47%
B2B

34%
Consumer
Tech

34%
Food

Types of influencer collaborations
Marcomms professionals in North
America engage with more B2C
influencers than all other regions

52%
Attending
events

47%
Giveaway/
competition

31%
Affiliate
marketing

Metrics used to prove ROI
North America is the highest
ranking region globally when it
comes to PR brand collaborations
with B2C influencers on Pinterest

61%
Engagement

60%
Click through rates

53%

B2B influencers

B2C influencers

that PR pros engage with the
most are on these platforms

that PR pros engage with the
most are on these platforms

78%

83%

LinkedIn

71%
Twitter

49%

Instagram

67%
Facebook

59%

Facebook

Potential reach

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Are you more likely to utilize influencer marketing for a B2B or B2C campaign? Please select the types of influencers you have worked with in 2019 (tick as many applicable answers. Please
select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2B influencers. Please select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2C influencers. How do you engage with influencers for brand collaborations? How do you prove the ROI of
an influencer partnership?

Twitter

Northern Europe influencer marketing scorecard

54%
of marcomms professionals in
Northern Europe consider
influencer marketing a PR offering the lowest globally

Types
Types of
of influencers
influencers PR
PR pros
pros
engage
engage with
with the
the most
most

33%

29%

B2B

Motivational

22%
Consumer tech

Types of influencer collaborations
Northern Europe ranks the lowest in
engagement with B2B influencers
on Twitter

37%
Attending
events

33%
Giveaway/
competition

25%
Affiliate
marketing

Metrics used to prove ROI
UK one of the markets that
engages the least with B2C
influencers on Facebook at 51%

39%

38%

Potential reach

Engagement

34%

B2B influencers

B2C influencers

37%

72%

of PR pros in Sweden engage
with them on LinkedIn – one
of the lowest rates globally

of PR pros in the UK engage with
them on Instagram

31%

49%

of PR pros in Norway engage
with them on LinkedIn – the
lowest rate globally

of PR pros in Norway engage
with them on Facebook

61%

57%

of PR pros in the UK engage with
them on LinkedIn

of PR pros in Sweden
engage with them on
Instagram

Click through rates

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. Are you more likely to utilize influencer marketing for a B2B or B2C campaign? Please select the types of influencers you have worked with in 2019 (tick as many applicable answers. Please
select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2B influencers. Please select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2C influencers. How do you engage with influencers for brand collaborations? How do you prove the ROI of
an influencer partnership?

Southern Europe influencer marketing scorecard

78%
of marcomms professionals in
Southern Europe consider
influencer marketing a PR offering

Types of influencers PR pros
engage with the most
B2B influencers

that PR pros engage with the
are on these platforms

52%

30%

B2B

Consumer Tech

23%
Fashion

Types of influencer collaborations
France & Italy tied for highest
ranking globally when it comes to
PR brand collaborations with B2C
influencers on Instagram

50%
Attending
events

35%
Giveaway/
competition

27%
Social media
takeover

Metrics used to prove ROI
Germany is the highest ranking
country globally when it comes to
PR brand collaborations with B2C
influencers on Pinterest

B2C influencers

56%

51%

Potential reach

Engagement

38%

93%

of PR pros in France engage
with them on LinkedIn – the
highest rate globally

83%
of PR pros in Germany engage
with them on LinkedIn – the
second highest rate globally

73%
of PR pros in Italy engage with
them on LinkedIn – the third
highest rate globally

88%
Instagram

76%
Facebook

32%

Click through rates

Southern
EuropeState
influencer
marketing
2020
Talkwalker
of PR Report.
Arescorecard
you more likely to utilize influencer marketing for a B2B or B2C campaign? Please select the types of influencers you have worked with in 2019 (tick as many applicable answers. Please
select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2B influencers. Please select the top 3 platforms where you find your B2C influencers. How do you engage with influencers for brand collaborations? How do you prove the ROI of
an influencer partnership?

Blogs

Significant global awareness of the value of active engagement over vanity metrics

Tracking influencer marketing ROI with a mix quantitative metrics such as CTR and qualitative ones
such as UGC quality is the future

45%

44%

Engagement rate

Potential reach

37%

32%

Click through rates or use of
unique discount codes

Number of video views

28%

21%

10%

Number of
competition entries

Quality of UGC

Vanity metrics (AVE,
EMV, etc.)

2020 Talkwalker State of PR Report. How do you prove the ROI of an influencer partnership?

Helpful resources for
PR pros

Helpful resources
Crisis management
templates

List of metrics to monitor

Online reputation
management guide

Best PR tools

Middle East influencers
directory

List of Instagram influencers
- Indonesia

List of Instagram influencers
- UK

List of Instagram influencers
- Philippines

List of Instagram influencers
- US

List of Instagram influencers
- India

List of Instagram influencers
- Singapore

List of Instagram influencers
- Australia

List of Instagram influencers
- Germany

Global state of influencer
marketing report [2019]

How to get the most of
user-generated content

Video recognition - the
future of marketing

Talkwalker
About Us

Over 2,000 Global Customers

Talkwalker is a listening and analytics company that empowers brands to
optimize their communication strategies by understanding the voice of
the consumer. We provide companies with an easy-to-use platform to
protect, measure and promote their brands worldwide.
Users can leverage Talkwalker as a big data analytics platform and
activate insights across your organization through AI-powered
technology utilizing real-time online conversations across social networks,
news, blogs, and forums in 187 languages

Recognized by:

Luxembourg

Frankfurt

+352 20 33 35 343

+49 69 254745-500

Paris

San Francisco
+1 415 805 7240

New York
+1 646 712 9441

Singapore
+65 31650692

@talkwalker
contact@talkwalker.com

Thank you
www.talkwalker.com

